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Editor’s Note

made my job very easy.

My first newsletter! I am excited. As
most of you know, I live in a family of
canoe enthusiasts – I have a daughter
who can canoe “circles” around me and
a husband who is truly passionate about
canoes and all aspects of canoeing.
While I am not proficient in paddling,
I do enjoy a day on the water and I
do hear lots of talk about the various
strokes, trips, and Tumblehome events
– so I can certainly appreciate the need
for a newsletter.

If you have any feedback on the
newsletter or ideas for the next one,
please send them along at any time
to
lisa.engram@gmail.com.
Your
submission can range from a trip report
to a recipe or can be as simple as a
photo with a caption.
Until next time, Lisa

So when I was asked to put one
together, I was very happy to do so. I
really hope you enjoy the articles, learn
a few things, get some ideas for your
next trip, and have a few chuckles while
doing so. Thanks so much to everyone
that submitted articles and pictures – it

Message from the President – Alan Goodridge
I want to thank our editor Lisa and the members of the executive
for the invitation to write an article for our newsletter. Over the years
I’ve had the opportunity to write various reports and articles and I’ve
learned that it is best to limit the commentary to one or two topics.
On this occasion I am going to consider only one: “We need more
members.”
Canoeing is not dying. There are people out there who are enjoying
the sport, even to the extent of taking a canoe on the ocean to partake
in the recent food fishery. Over the summer, driving on our highways,
I have seen a number of vehicles carrying canoes, and very seldom
have I recognized the driver as a member of our club. Likewise in
parks, camping areas and on rivers and ponds few people I see canoeing are associated with our club.
Should we be trying to entice some of these people to join, and, if so, what should we be doing to attract them? Do we have the
activities they want, and are we doing enough to let them know about these activities? Do some feel intimidated to get involved
because they see us as a group of elite paddlers? Do some even know we exist?
As members of the club you are the agents to advertise the club. Spread the word! If you feel there is more the club could be doing
to get the word out or more events we could initiate, let the members of the executive know! We all want to be able to associate
and socialize with people who have that passion for canoeing, and what better way to do it than within a strong organization
consisting of members with that passion.
Happy paddling!
Alan
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Skills School 2011
A Success By Dale Butler

The Tumblehome Recreational Canoe
Club once again hosted an annual
canoeing skills school to introduce new
paddlers to the sport and to help other
paddlers improve their techniques.
Breaking from the normal structure, the
pool session was held June 2nd and
the on-water sessions at the Rotary
Sunshine Park were held June 17th
– 20th. This change was necessary
because of prior bookings at the Mount
Pearl Pool and the organizing committee
felt best to schedule around the Atlantic
Canada Paddling Symposium (being
held in Newfoundland for the first time).
The annual skills school is the major
fundraiser for our canoe club and
gives students the opportunity to learn
fundamental canoeing skills from
Paddle Canada Certified Instructors.
This year there were 6 participants
who took part in Lake Canoe Skills
Introduction Tandem and Lake Canoe
Skills Intermediate Tandem.
Through a combination of on-land, onwater and pool sessions, the students
learned various paddle strokes,
rescue techniques and other canoeing
maneuvers. Being later in the season,
the students experienced better
than average weather conditions.
One student, who missed the pool
session, even completed his rescue
requirements in the pond!
On Sunday afternoon there were many
smiles of accomplishment from the
participants as they completed their
final requirements. Once participant
noted, “I feel so much more confident
now” which sums up the feelings of the
group. Their energy and enthusiasm

throughout the weekend was infectious
and many smiles from the instructors
could be seen on shore. Congratulations
to all the participants and a big thankyou the many volunteers of the skills
school!!!
I have worked on many committees
and I can say without hesitation that
the professionalism, expertise and
love of canoeing demonstrated by
the club’s instructors and organizing
committee members is second to none.
It was their commitment and spirit that
made this year’s school a success
(I would also like to thank the other
club members who volunteered their
time. Even though their time was not
required because of the smaller size
of the school, it was great to know we
could count on them if necessary).
The skills school committee consisted
of Austin Anthony, Gary Thomas, Dale
Butler, Tim Engram, Frank Galway and
Travis Maher. This committee booked
the event, created the posters and
handled the logistics of the weekend.
Participants noted in their evaluation
that there were “great teaching and
demos” and “the obvious interest in the
subject matter was infectious.” I think
these comments show the caliper of the
instructors this club is fortunate to call
members. The volunteer instructors
included Frank Galway, Travis Maher,
Austin Anthony, Pam Burry, Gary
Thomas and Lindsey Bartlett. Thank
you all very much for your contributions
to the school!
Even though we hosted an excellent
skills school, the numbers for this
year’s school were lower than we had
hoped.
The Executive Committee
will explore other avenues to get the
word out to the general public, but we
would ask that all club members please
encourage your family and friends that
are interested in canoeing to consider
the 2012 Skills School.
Thanks again to all of the volunteers
who made the 2011 Skills School a
success!!
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Dehydrating Food for
Camping By Jennifer Langdon
As a part of a Paddle Canada Tandem
Tripping course, we were required to
pack a meal that we would have a few
days into a multiple day wilderness
canoe trip. Up to that point most of our
canoe trips were short weekend trips of
one or two nights. We could keep food
cold with ice packs, careful packing and
just in time food purchases. However,
for this trip we would not be able to use
anything that would have to remain
cold and we also would want to keep
things lightweight and low volume.

in to a container. I was amazed that
this pot of chilli could be stored into
a sandwich container and was very
light. Great for long canoe trips or
backpacking!
When the morning of the day came
that the chili would be our supper
meal, I simply put the dried chilli into
a Nalgene bottle and filled it up with
the amount of water I needed to get
to the prior volume. This allowed for
re-hydration during the day while we
paddled. When supper came we only
had to pour the chilli into a pot and heat
up. It was a great filling, hot meal after
a day of paddling.

I had heard several friends talk about
how they had dehydrated common
dishes to eat while backpacking and
canoeing. I did not want to purchase
an expensive dehydrator. Many friends
said that I could use my oven for the
same purpose. I decided to make a
standard chili recipe and dehydrate
it. Some advice I was given was to
measure the volume of food before
dehydrating it so that I would know how
much water to add once we were ready
to re-hydrate it to maintain the same
consistency. Another was to line the pan
used for dehydrating with wax paper so
that the food did not dry on to the pan.
The oven, I was told, would need to be
put on the lowest temperature setting
of 175 degrees and that I should keep
the oven door open just a little to help
the moisture escape from the food and
the oven. I should also be prepared
that this process would take a long time
– at least 12 hours.

All of the advice I was given proved to
be useful. I would also suggest that
any spices in a traditional meal be
halved if you are going to dehydrate it
as the chili was quite spicy - more then
I usually would have and was probably
due to the dehydration.

I was sort of skeptical as I lined a
lasagna pan with wax paper and poured
the chili over top of it. I turned the oven
to 175 degrees and propped the door
open by wedging a large stainless
steel serving spoon in the top of the
door. Some newer oven models have
a door that can just stay ajar. I was
impressed as I saw the chilli loose its
wetness and turn into something that
was like the consistency of overcooked
hamburger meat. I was told that this
was what I was looking for. I also
stirred the mixture every few hours so
that all of moisture would be allowed to
dry up.

“Would you like a coffee, Jerry?” a
smiling voice asked me as I sank into
a sofa, transfixed by a big screen TV.
Now this is camping, I said to myself
as I graciously accepted the coffee
and savoured the breakfast of toast

Dehydrated food makes for a
lightweight, small volume alternative
to bringing fresh or precooked food on
a trip. I look forward to experimenting
with dehydrating other types of meals.
Some sources about dehydrating
include:
http://www.backpackingchef.com/
dehydrating-food.html
http://www.backpacker.com/skillssept-2010-camp-chef-makeover-mrheavyweight/skills/14447

Humber River Trip
September 2010 By Jerry Brett

and fried bologna from the kitchen at
the Big Falls lodge. Camp breakfasts
are usually a hurried affair, but this
morning, at the start of a three day
canoe trip down the Humber River,
daybreak was spent not huddled over a
portable stove but scrounging around a
restaurant kitchen left abandoned from
the night before by an exhausted cook.
The sign over the kitchen door warned
“Keep Out- Staff Only”, but that did not
deter our group of six hungry campers
from serving ourselves. For the most
part strangers tossed together in a
bag of darkness, we tumbled out
into the morning light with a common
purpose- find food. Cleared for entry
by the lodge owner, Anne, Linda and
I started foraging for supplies. We
soon had the toaster humming and the
coffee pot gurgling. I whittled several
thick slices from a stick of bologna
and plopped them into a frying pan
next to some pancake batter. Plates
of pancakes, toast and bologna were
quickly marched to the table where all
conversation abruptly ended, followed
by a determined silence.
The meal had a calming effect and
the coffee soothed the way for
introductions. Our well-fed expedition
leader was Baz Kavenaugh, who,
along with his co-paddler, Anne Chafe,
were well experienced river hands,
having canoed this route along Addy’s
Lake and Humber River some six times
. Joining us were Dale Butler and Tim
Engram from the Tumblehome Canoe
Club, both experienced paddlers and
trekkers. They were joined by John
Gordon and Grant Lethbridge in their red
Prospector canoe. In my camp, my wife
Linda, is a canoeing instructor of many
years experience and an avid paddler.
I arrived on the canoeing scene as a
total newcomer some 30 years ago.
After a rocky debut and sudden rescue,

Once it was dehydrated, the wax paper
made it really easy to lift off and pour
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I have struggled ever since to refloat
my reputation. That morning, however,
I emerged from the kitchen to a chorus
of thanks. The bologna slices proved to
be a lifesaver, leaving the impression
that I am a formidable camp cook. I
thought I was off to a good start until the
lodge cook emerged from her slumber.
She scowled at the trespassers in her
kitchen and proceeded to charge us full
price. Offers to help with the dishes did
not mollify her. Perhaps she sensed
they were gratuitous.
Draining my cup, I learned that the
first order of business would not be
launching the canoes but plugging
a flat tire on Baz’s SUV. Roadside
assistance was performed by the lodge
owner who, I suspect, was happy to
escape the heat of the kitchen. By
one o’clock Friday afternoon, the
vehicles had been jockeyed and ferried
into position at the departure point
at Dewater Brook, a stream flowing
into Addy’s Lake. A mountain of gear
and equipment more suitable for an
amphibious assault was loaded into the
four canoes. I watched Baz muscle two
large Gatorade coolers into his canoe.
These were then secured like treasure
chests which I later learned they were.
Deadwater Brook is aptly named. Low
water levels pushed the flow towards the
banks where deadfalls and sweepers
lurked and lined the shore. Protruding
into the stream, the fallen trees acted
like spears waiting for the unwary to fall
upon them. There were several close
calls as paddlers narrowly missed being
impaled. If snagged, the canoe risked
being pushed underwater by the fast
flowing current. In one particular joust,
I was speared and thrown off balance
only to watch in alarm as the canoe’s
port gunwale dipped underwater.
Sensing disaster, I hove my 200 plus
lbs. ballast abruptly to the starboard
while fending off a charging sweeper.
The evasive maneuver worked and the
canoe righted. Only later when I asked
Linda to pass me the baler did she see
that our canoe had taken on water.
She said she had felt the sudden lurch
in direction but didn’t know how close
the canoe had come to swamping.
Having run the gauntlet, we emerged
at a sandbar where we rested before
facing Addy’s Lake. Ahead lay a 10 km.
paddle with a strong tailwind propelling

us into the middle of the choppy waters.
For the crossing, I changed paddles
and position. The aluminum and plastic
paddle was replaced by a hardwood
laminate shovel made more to move
water than beat rocks. After a few
deep pulls, I soon learned that I was
horribly out of practice and shape.
Other paddlers looked effortless while
I strained and pulled to keep apace.
Gradually, we slipped behind as the
group scattered across the lake. There
was no time to fret as Linda and I held
our course and eventually arrived at
the point where the lake flowed into a
river.
In the distance loomed the ruins of two
piers once part of a dam used to coral
pulp wood. Beyond lay the remains

of a river now desiccated after a long
hot summer. Where once the water
ebulliently flowed, dry rocks now
gaped at us. The river was thirsty; we
would soon slake it with our sweat. We
assembled to plan our assault. The
water sluiced between the two piers,
man-made obstacles on both sides.
The approach called for making a
sharp, evasive turn to enter the sluice.
Linda and I were the third canoe in line.
We watched the previous two miss the
turn. We set off, paddling hard to gain
speed on the current. Our 17 ft. Mad
River canoe was the biggest, leaving
little room for error. The fast flow
pushed our canoe onto the left pier,
threatening to swamp us. While Linda

strained to do a bow pry, I shoved off
from the log on which we were jammed
and buried my paddle to do a stern
pry. The stern caught the flow and the
canoe righted to pass into the sluice.
The canoe squirted through. There was
a sigh of relief as we emerged into the
pool below. “And straight through the
channel to Toslow we’ll go”, I hummed.
We entered a quarry strewn with
boulders and sinkers which lurked
unseen until too late. Our canoe
bumped and glided past many. We
often came to grief when shallow water
stranded us atop a rock better able to
hold us than we were to avoid contact.
Paddles and shouts bounced off the
rocks. Hulls scrunched and backs
strained in frantic efforts to devine
the direction of the flow of water. The
canoe writhed and wriggled on its belly,
bumping and scrapping over rocks and
sand bars. Linda and I scanned ahead
to find the V leading to the funnel of
water to take us through this Northwest
Passage of stone. We emerged to
find a deep, limpid pool where we
regrouped, repaired aching arms and
compared scrapes.
Darkness loomed as 7:30 approached.
Maps and modern technology had not
brought us any closer to finding our
camp site for the evening. There was
discontent and anti-Moses rumbling. In
the twilight, Baz’s paddle, held stiff as
a terrier’s tail, finally signaled landfall.
We had reached an abandoned
warden’s cabin located at Windsor’s
pool, a popular salmon fishing location.
I clamored ashore, no happier than if
we had reached China. Little did Baz
realize how narrowly he had missed
sharing the fate of Henry Hudson.
The camp site lay in a meadow located
five minutes walk from shore. With
voyageur swiftness, the canoes were
unloaded and the contents transported.
The tents were erected and then began
the serious business of cooking. To the
surrounding sizzle of steaks and the
aroma of frying sausages, I popped
the lid on a can of Campbell’s Chunky
soup. Linda was more hungry than
curious, asking later what she ate
while mopping the bowl with a slice of
bread. The second course consisted
of spicy rice mixed with chunks of
tinned chicken. In a vain effort at self
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promotion, I said to her, “You won’t
find this on any restaurant menu”. She
nodded and took a big gulp of tea.
After supper, we gathered around a
campfire. The wind took over from
where the river had stopped tormenting
us. The smoke sleuthed us, coming
and going like Colombo. I shuffled
and shifted, trying to follow an erratic
dance partner around the fire. Baz and
Anne sat unperturbed, enthroned on
Gatorade coolers, rising only for refills.
The banter flowed freely and could
have been overheard in the smoke
room on the S.S. Kyle. The fire’s heat
and the day’s exertions soon had me
groggy with tiredness. I bade goodnight
and slunk to my bunk. I tossed and
turned; Jacob’s ladder descended.
Saturday morning, a bleary Anne said
my snores had almost driven her mad.
She swore revenge. That evening,
though, I noticed she resettled to the
hospital zone opposite our tent.
Saturday morning, we were underway
shortly before 11 a.m. ,following the
Humber wend and wind past crumbling
rock piers and waterlogged pulpwood
; the debris of Bowater’s 50 years of
logging operations . Masses of logs
forming a wooden balloon floating in
Deer Lake resurfaced in my memory,
recalling trips over the dusty highway
of the 1960’s. Then the Humber was
more of a highway than were the gravel
roads. Lulled by the rhythmic pull of the

paddle, I recalled the swish of alder
branches brushing my father’s Chevy
during road trips to Corner Brook. The
frequent sightings of pulpwood along
the shore reminded me of the loggers
who once toiled here where now we so
lazily lingered. From across the years,
my Uncle Tom spoke to me of how,
during the 1930’s as a 14 year old boy,
my grandfather had brought him to the
train station to start work in a logging
camp. His father’s parting gift was a
suit of Stanfield’s long underwear; his

parting advice, send home whatever
money you can.
My reverie ended as Linda and I pivoted
the canoe to dodge rocks strewn in
the river. We skimmed past many but
others ambushed us, mocking our
efforts to first find them. Often the
toll was a light scrape. Once though,
we were grabbed and gouged. After
much pleading, we were released and
found safe passage to the pool waiting
below the rapids. We ferried across the
current to a fishing lodge. The building
was vacant but we invited ourselves to
sit on the deck. Not wanting to overstay
our welcome, we resumed paddling. By
6 PM, we reached a sandy spit which
would be our campsite.
In the twilight, the surrounding marsh
seemed to come to life. Ducks flew by,
a curious beaver made an inspection.
Moose tracks showed the area was
well traveled . The quiet was broken
by the passing of a speedboat headed
for the lodge. The operator, a shirtless
cowboy, waved and sped away. At
dusk, he reappeared; this time clothed,
veered and gave a bronco buster
wave. Guided by an unerring hand, at
the last moment, the boat swung back
to the deeper water of the channel. The
apparition lingered long after the sound
of the motor faded.
Propelled by pancakes, on Sunday
morning we paddled in a channel cutting
through the marshes. The stillness was
unnerving and penetrating, punctured
by repeated whispered cries of “ Did
you see that ?”, pointing at the rump
of a moose disappearing among the
reeds, beavers floating past lodges or
a covey of ducks fluttering ahead of us,
alternately scurrying and pitching. The
river meandered, running deep in spots
while elsewhere limping over shallows
and shoals. Linda patrolled for rocks;

some we missed, others jostled the
canoe as we threaded the rapids. While
dodging and pivoting, I thought of log
drivers who once worked these waters
to clear logjams by hopping from log to
log. Our paddles were their poles and
pikes. We both flowed and floated with
the river but the rocks remain. Slowly,
the land healed and more trees grew.
Cabins have replaced camps and
where once they worked, we play.
By noon, our destination drew closer.
Time, like the water, seemed to be
running out as we approached Dancing
Point. Skirting shoals and sandbars,
we aimed for a distant flagpole. Stroke
by stroke, the fluttering flag grew more
distinct until the colours became vivid.
By then, land was soon under our feet
as we came ashore along a road where
Baz’s vehicle awaited. Thoughts shifted
to the long homeward drive as we
jockeyed vehicles to load the canoes.
At Dancing Point, our waltz with the
Humber was over. The river led and
we followed, sometimes clumsily
stumbling, made missteps but we
always felt its guiding pull. There was
the discord of grinding and scrapping
but we quickly learned the rhythm of
the river and followed the flow. At the
beach, we smiled and parted company
after a final embrace of paddles. We
waved to the campers we passed along
the road. Checking the driver’s mirror, I
said, “We must return someday.”
Editor’s Note: As promised, Gerry
and his paddling partner, Linda, did
indeed return as part of the August
2011 Addy’s River trip.
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Hike to Mount Stamford, Terra Nova National Park
By Lisa Engram

If I’ve learned anything since my husband purchased a Canoe, it is that the same people who you see on the water, are typically
the same people you see on the trails – so I thought it appropriate to include a short report about a day hike I went on with my
family during the Labour Day weekend.
We had often thought about hiking to Mount Stamford, the highest point in Terra Nova National Park. We had planned to do it last
year but Hurricane Igor affected our plans. So in addition to some canoeing, this year, we thought we would put it on our Labour
Day Weekend list of activities “to do”. We had been to Mount Stamford before (from Minchin Cove while on an overnight canoe
trip a few years ago) but had never hiked there from the Newman Sound Campground. We started on the trail head at 9am,
backpacks filled with snacks, cameras and lots of water. The trail varies along the way, but was easy terrain going through the
woods and along the coastline with lots of opportunities for pictures and places to take a break. We stopped on a small beach
facing Newman Sound for example. We saw lots of evidence of moose and bears but nothing bigger than a grouse in terms of
wildlife. In total, according to the GPS, we hiked 24kms and arrived back at the campground at 5pm
For those of you interested in a challenging full day hike, with beautiful scenery, I would absolutely recommend this one. The trail
leading to the top of Mount Stamford is very overgrown and a little muddy so it is a little slow going for the last 1.5 kms to the top.
However, the view is certainly worth it. My only advice is that you not hike it in 28 degree temperatures that we experienced that
weekend. All three of us found this to be the most challenging part of the hike. But as you know, if you had to wait for the right
weather conditions, you’d never get out there – on the water or on the trails.

Atlantic Paddling
Symposium 2011
By Alan Goodridge

The fourth Atlantic Paddling Symposium
was held this year from May 20 to
23 in and near Terra Nova National
Park, and, from my experience, this
was the most successful one to date.
The symposium is an event designed
for all paddlers not just instructors as
some people believe. It gives everyone
a chance to paddle at his or her level
of expertise or to try something more
difficult or even something completely
new.

in the paddling fraternity, renew
friendships with paddlers met at other
events or past symposiums and make
new friends. This was the third Atlantic
Paddling Symposium I have attended
and for me that social aspect is just as
important as the on-water sessions.
The next event is already in the planning
stages and will be held at Liscombe
Lodge, Eastern Shore, Nova Scotia on
May 10-13. 2012. See you there!
For photos of the 2011 symposium see:
http://www.atlanticpaddlingsymposium.
com/Atlantic_Paddling_Symposium/
Gallery/ Gallery.html

This year there were 28 coaches leading
120 paddlers in canoeing, kayaking
and stand-up paddle-boarding, as well
as lecture/discussion sessions and
evening presentations. For the canoe
oriented paddler we had Mark Scriver
with solo canoe sessions in white
water, Kevin Silliker and Tim Humes
poling, Kevin Redmond fine tuning
canoe strokes and techniques, Corey
Locke on how to paddle in tandem and
Kevin Callan on the enjoyment of and
survival in the outdoors.

Editors Note: Some of the sessions
from
the
2011
Symposium
are reviewed in this edition of
Tumblehome Tales

The Atlantic Paddling Symposium is
more than an opportunity to practice
skills and possibly learn more some
new ones from world-class coaches
who are there to answer questions
and assist and guide; it is also an
opportunity to associate with others

Ingredients (works well if you double
up ingredients for larger batch) - you
can substitute different nuts and fruit as
long the fruit is firm it seems to work

Chocolate Cherry Chewy
Squares
By Narcissus Walsh

Originally from the Madawaska Kanu
Centre - Barrie’s Bay Ontario

250 g marshmallows (minis work best
and melt quicker)

2/3 cup of butter
15 oz of chocolate chips
(semi-sweet or dark-- don’t use any
milk chocolate chips -- did not work
for me. Presidents Choice Semisweet decadent chocolate chips [from
Dominion] or similar)
1/2 box of coarsely crushed Social Tea
biscuits (1 tube)-Christie or No name
Brand are fine
1 cup of maraschino cherries (chop to
med/small pieces) -other fruit works
well but should be firm
1 cup of unsalted peanuts or nuts
of your choice - pecans and almond
slivers are great choices
Combine marshmallows and butter in
large saucepan-melt most of the butter
first then add marshmallows
Stir over low heat until completely
melted - a double boiler could be used -I
don’t. Add chocolate chips and stir until
melted - be careful that it does not burn
--has happened to me when rushing
it. Remove from heat. Stir in biscuits;
cherries and nuts (have this ready to go
as the chocolate gets thick quickly once
it’s off the heat). Spread mixture on a
23 cm by 30 (9 inch by 13 inch) baking
sheet or suitably sized pan-lined with
Parchment Paper. I use a foil roasting
pan and double the recipe. Spread it to
desired thickness and then shake the
pan a little to even out the mix. Place
in the freezer until you are ready to eatcut in to servings- while frozen- using a
large chefs knife or similar -- tough to
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cut. A meat cleaver works well but cut
don’t chop)
Enjoy – Narcissus

Coffee to go with the cookies!
Editor’s Note: I have had the good
fortune of taste testing this recipe
(on several occasions) and I am
looking forward to making them this
Fall.

Up the Creek! With a Pole!

By Dale Butler

Photo: Tim Humes
As part of the 2011 Atlantic Canada
Paddling Symposium, Kevin Silliker and
Tim Humes travelled to Newfoundland
to provide symposium participants with
an overview of Paddle Canada’s Canoe
Poling program. Kevin, along with Rory
Matchett, developed the guidelines for
the Canoe Poling Certification Courses.
While in the Terra Nova Area, Kevin and
Tim agreed to teach an Introduction\
Intermediate Level Canoe Poling
Course. Both Kevin and Tim are long
time canoeists, instructors, and are
quite the poling ‘aficionados’.
This article is focused on the separate
canoe poling course that was offered
outside of the symposium sessions. I
have included an introduction to the

history of canoe poling, which many of
the course and symposium participants
found interesting.
History of Canoe Poling:
The waterways of Canada (and the rest
of North America), were our countries
original highways.
Canoe poling
allowed our ancestors to traverse
shallow rivers, where traditional
paddling techniques would have
prevented them from discovering.
In the 18th-century logging community,
canoe poling was a considered highly
prized skill. Polers were the elite
workers, who were paid the highest
wages. They could control their boats
with pin-point accuracy and were the
workers that would rescue a logger
when a log jam started to move. The
story was told that when a poler came
alongside a logger and yelled “boat”
(telling the logger to get off the logs and
into the boat), the logger was obligated
to get aboard, whether he wanted to
or not. If the logger refused, the boat
might not show up the next time, or the

poler might let them soak a little longer
than necessary.
Poling was also used extensively by
guides on many of New Brunswick’s
fishing rivers. Guides would transport
their clients up and down shallow rivers
to the prime fishing locations, where it
would be difficult, if not impossible, to
paddle.
Traditionally, canoe poling was a closed
community and learning the skills
required was difficult and because
it was mostly passed down through
families. Canoe polers were the elite
workers of the logging industry and
made the most money, so individuals
with the skills tried to protect it to benefit
themselves and their families.

Kevin told us that when he was learning
the skills, one of the old-timers might
yell out a bit of advice when they saw
you doing something, but it was up
to the learner to figure out why they
wanted you to do it. Next time they saw
you, if you were doing what they said,
they might give you a bit more advice. If
you weren’t doing what they said, they
just wrote you off. He likened canoe
poling to a thirty-year apprenticeship
program.
Canoe Poling Equipment:
Basically, all you need to start canoe
poling is regular canoeing gear and
the canoe pole. All of us taking part in
the course used our own canoes (the
same ones we use on Wednesday
night paddles) with no special set-up
(seats, thwarts, and yokes were all left
in place).
Canoe poles are typically constructed
from black spruce (about 12 feet (3.5
m) long). The poles measure about 1
inch at the ends and about 1.5 inches
in the centre section. The thicker
center section increases strength and
provides a more comfortable grip.
Traditionally, canoe polers would just
cut an acceptable tree on the river
banks when they broke or wore out
their pole. So, very little additional
work went into the pole construction.
However, the poles we used were
made to be reused in courses and the
pole tips were capped at both ends with
a metal sleeve (shower rod or stainless
pipe works well) and then a spike (lag
bolt) was threaded into the end and
the bolt head was cut off. Both the lag
bolt and pipe were also secured with
epoxy. The lag bolt and pipe protect
the wooden tip when pushing off on
lake or stream bottoms.
I originally thought that I would want a
helmet in case I fell out, but in the end
I didn’t use it. I found the canoe fairly
stable to stand in and the times that I
did lose my balance I was able to catch
myself in the canoe. That being said,
when first learning canoe poling, you
may want to wear a helmet to increase
your personal comfort level.
Canoe Poling Technique:
The first part of the canoe poling
lesson was to learn how to stand in
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the canoe and position for stability (a
square stance just back of the canoe’s
midpoint). I think we all looked like
baby deer when doing this at first. We
progressed from being unsure on our
feet to hoping around in the canoe by
the end of the day. Moving around was
important because it helped us trim the
canoe (you want the canoe weighted to
the front when travelling upstream, but
weighted to the back when travelling
downstream). This was accomplished
by hopping forward or backward as
required - I am sure it looked very funny
from shore, but it was very effective.
Once we were comfortable standing
in the canoe, we then learned to
propel the canoe forward, by either a)
‘planting’ the pole on the river bottom
behind us and then propelling the
canoe forward by climbing up the pole
hand-over-hand, and b) using a kayak
stroke. Taking the kayak stroke and
then flipping the pole end-over-end (like
a windmill) was surprisingly effective at
moving the canoe in flat water!

Photo: Narcissus Walsh
After becoming comfortable in our
canoes in flat water, we proceeded
to the moving water section of our
course. ‘Poling’ and ‘snubbing’ are the
techniques that allowed us to traverse
up and down the rapids.
Poling is used to propel the canoe
upriver. Using the technique described
above, we planted the pole in the water
and then climbed up the pole handover-hand, which propelled the canoe
forward in the current (the further back
you can plant the pole, the easier it
became to travel upstream).
Snubbing is used to control the speed
and direction of the canoe when going
downstream. We planted the tip of
the pole ahead of our canoe on the
downstream side and then ‘snubbed’

it off the river bottom which allowed us
to control our speed and direction of
travel down the river.

Duluth Camp Kitchen
Pack – Review By Tim Engram

One other important part of canoe
poling is that your body should always
be leaned in the direction of the current
(so if you are travelling upstream, you
lean back and if you are travelling
downstream, you lean forward).
Course Impression:
At first, canoe poling seemed to defy
all of the rules that I learned when I
started canoeing! In order to do it well
you must stand up in the canoe and
you must move - a lot! Once I got used
to standing in the canoe and moving
around, it was surprisingly stable.
One of my favorite parts of the course
was learning how to “read” the river.
Using rope, rocks and twigs, Kevin and
Tim set up an on-shore river model
(complete with obstacles) and then
talked us through how the river current
reacts to certain obstacles. They also
taught us the best places to traverse,
obstacles to avoid, and good points
in the river to rest. It was amazing
how easy these theoretical lessons
translated into real-world advice during
the practical (in-water) sessions.
Completing eddy turns were also a lot
of fun and once you had mastered (well,
maybe not mastered) the technique,
it was amazing how little effort was
required to turn the boat around in the
middle of a current!
I really enjoyed the course and I think
it is a skill that could be quite useful
in Newfoundland. Many of us who
attended the course actually bought
poles, so if you are interested in trying
canoe poling….there are club members
with poles.
Kevin also suggested a book by the
world poling expert Harry Rock for
anyone interested in taking up poling.
Poling video clips (which show up in a
quick Google search) can also give you
good idea of what is involved.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ultra burly 18-ounce canvas
construction with double bottom
Rugged leather shoulder straps
riveted for extra reinforcement.
Extra large zippered side pockets
provide extra space for all of those
bulky kitchen items.
Detachable utensil roll with lots of
pockets and elasticized storage
areas.
Rides low to allow the carrying of a
canoe while wearing the pack.
Comes with a heavy duty 6ml poly
liner and a tumpline.
Guaranteed for life.
Made in the USA 19H x 17W x 12D
and 5470 cubic inches

It may seem to some that a crime
was committed by the purchase of an
item that is not made from the modern
materials suggested by most of today’s
canoe trippers and hikers alike. In a
world fascinated with Gore-Tex, nylon,
plastic and a multitude of other modern
synthetic materials, all of which are
deserving of praise, I have done the
unthinkable. What’s that, you ask?? I
have acquired a Duluth Camp kitchen
pack made of 18oz cotton canvas.
Canvas has largely assumed the role
of “persona non grata” in our synthetic
world. When looking for some style
of pack to put my food stuffs, cooking
utensils, small stove, fuel and a
multitude of others necessities, I found
little that fit the bill for both car camping
and canoe tripping. Having a 30 liter
plastic barrel and several nylon bags
are invaluable in wet conditions but
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they really don’t pack well and looking
for an item is much like opening a
Xmas stocking, so discovering this bag
on the Duluth Pack web-site presented
me with an option that it may be the
item I was looking for. The online
customer reviews were all extremely
favorable, so I custom ordered it in
the spruce green pigment instead of
the traditional drab olive color, today
Duluth Pack sells many of their packs
in many popular trendy colors.
The pack is a bit of nostalgia from a
bygone era when canvas was king
and the Duluth pack branding was a
fixture in all canoeing circles. Today
the canvas pack still retains popularity
among many of our mainland tripping
colleagues and maybe just having the
Duluth symbol in the canoe reminds
me of a rich canoeing history we have
in this country, Duluth has been making
packs since 1882 which says a great
deal about the longevity of company
and product.
My first thought upon seeing the pack
was the stout, hand made construction,
deep spruce green hue, copper rivets,
heavy leather straps, tumpline and two
large deep side pockets and a large
center cavity. It can hold a tremendous
amount of gear and with the carrying
straps and tumpline, certainly suitable
for short portage trips. Its very solid,
yet when empty occupies very little
space.
It came with a interior plastic liner,
suggestions on how to pack, leather
care and drying suggestions for long
term durability. It is important to note
that canvas can absorb water after a
period of time and some bleeding of
the dye from brighter colors may occur
if the pack is allowed to sit in water for
an extended period. This is really not a
concern, I was looking for a bag for my
foods and utensils and this was it and
I can simply put the pack into a large
plastic bag when canoeing to keep dry.
Its been in service for almost 1 year
and was the go-to bag on our recent
5 province camping trip and it will be
in service for many trips to come and it
still looks new!!
http://duluthpack.com/history

Creating Good Group Dynamics
(2011 Atlantic Paddling Symposium Session) By Dale Butler

The 2011 Atlantic Canada Paddling Symposium Committee managed to entice Kevin
Callan to attend this year’s event as a presenter. Kevin is the author of 13 books,
including “The Happy Camper” and “Wilderness Pleasures: A Practical Guide to
Camping Bliss”. He is also a frequent guest on radio and television and he is a field
editor for Explore magazine and writes a regular column for Canoeroots magazine.
Over the course of the symposium, Kevin presented sessions or Creating Good
Group Dynamics and Wilderness Pleasures to attendees of the symposium.
The focus of this article is on the group dynamics session, which endeavored to
educate participants on the essential skills required for guides or members of group
excursions.
Throughout Kevin’s session, we completed three different activities and each helped
us identify the skills and qualities of our team members.
Activity 1: Egg Challenge
Kevin started the entire session by having the group divide into three smaller teams.
He then gave each team $100 to spend at an auction. The auction allowed each
team to purchase items related to an upcoming challenge “that involves an egg”.
Neither participant was told anything else about the activity.
Each team them had the opportunity to bid on various items, including: baseball
glove, lacrosse stick, frying pan, spatula, etc. It was really interesting to see how
each team (some who didn’t know each other and some who knew other members
of their team) quickly made bids on items at the auctions. Sometimes members bid
on items without asking the group, sometimes the groups looked for consensus on
each items (even missing out on the item a few times!) and sometimes members just
looked for a quick nod of approval as the auction progressed.
Kevin later told us that he uses this activity to help him choose his summer tour
guides. He is looking for people that will look for group approval\consensus, but at
the same time have the ability to make a decision without prolonging the discussion
unnecessarily.
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Activity 2: Storm Preparation
As we regrouped from the first activity,
Kevin quickly gave each group some
rope and a tarp and then told us
that storm was approaching from a
particular direction and each group had
to rig up a tarp for protection (5 minute
time limit). Each group scrambled
through the woods, finding the perfect
location and then erecting the tarp.

(On a side note, when we questioned
Kevin on the scenarios, he told us that
they were all real life situations that
he faced as a guide in Ontario. Truth
really is stranger than fiction!)
Summary:
Good group dynamics starts with
learning about the unique qualities and
skills of the members of your group and

Website Review: Maddy
the Goose By Dale Butler

(http://www.maddythegoose.com)

I discovered the “Maddy the Goose”
website when looking for some tips on
food preparation and storage.
The site contains great videos
that include Gear Reviews and
demonstrations of Food Recipes and
Useful Knots. There are also videos on
some of the trips that Troy has taken
which you might find interesting.
The Forums section of the website has
advice and discussions on all areas of
camping and canoeing. You will have
no trouble finding useful tips and advice
from other outdoor enthusiasts.

We all then reviewed each tarp structure
and went on to talk about how each
group divided the tasks, how a leader\
coordinator was chosen and how the
group worked towards the end goal.
The important lesson from this activity
is that it is important for each individual
to know and understand the goals and
objectives of the team. This way, each
member understands their contribution
to the overall team objective and
focuses on this instead of the actions
of other teammates.
Activity 3: Real-Life Experiences
The final activity that we did was
probably the most interesting and at
first glance, probably the most farfetched. The big group was divided
into teams of 2-3 participants and
each team was given a scenario and
they then had to then prepare a plan
of action. These scenarios ranged
from situations where people were
experiencing hypothermia, people
experiencing dehydration, being lost
in the woods and in my case, having a
member of your group expecting to die
on a particular trip!!
Each smaller scenario team read their
scenario, and then presented their
findings and plan of action to everyone
in attendance. It was a very good
learning experience as each person
had a chance to share their knowledge
and experience with everyone.

then utilizing these skills to accomplish
the goals and objectives of the group.
Some important characteristics to
look for in members of your adventure
groups include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good communicator
Not a selfish individual
Willing to their share of work
Dependable
Humorous\Easy-Going
Skillful
Confident, but not Arrogant
Awareness of their limitations
Good Judgment
Realizes that everyone has unique
qualities to contribute

Groups should endeavor to involve
each individual in some task.
Everyone should understand the
group’s expectations and objectives,
any individual’s limitations, and
everyone should agree on level of
risk that as a group they will accept\
tolerate. The group should also have
a communicated backup plan that they
can use in case of emergency.
Some important characteristics to
look for in members of your adventure
groups include:
Oh, and if you are curious about the
activity we did with the egg…..we had
an egg toss contest. It really didn’t
have much to do with the learning of
group dynamics, but it was fun!

Journey to the Canadian
Canoe Museum August
2011 By Tim Engram
Impressed and awed were two of the
words that I would use to describe my
visitation and hours spent meandered
around the Canoe Museum in
Peterborough, Ontario in August 2011.
Whilst on a driving vacation through
several provinces and finding myself
finally in Ottawa for a 5 day experience,
I was regularly tempted to attempt the
additional 300km drive from Ottawa to
the Canoe Museum in Peterborough, a
mere 3hrs away. After driving from Mt.
Pearl to Ottawa via PEI, an additional
3 hr drive seemed insignificant and
not taking this opportunity to drive a
little further may be a regret that would
trouble me on the long drive home.
My decision was made and with no
objections we were on the road early
looking forward to seeing what lay
beyond the museum doors.
Those who truly enjoy and appreciate
canoeing soon realize that it is a real
tactile experience; it puts you in natures
embrace rather than an observer of it.
For myself the canoe museum did just
that, it made me feel like I was actually
a part of history, not just because of
being physically there but because
it was experienced in a way I cannot
adequately articulate and whatever
words I use to attempt to express our
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visit will not do the museum or its artifacts justice.
The smell of the museum, the active workshops where cedar and birch canoes are still made by master builders. The dedication
to Kirk Wipper and his tireless love of the canoe and how he and others worked diligently to see the museum become reality is
somber in light of his recent death and requires no words.
The hundreds of canoes, voyageur displays and paintings, the Bill Mason replica tent site with original canoe and gear puts you
out with Mason on a solo trip, canoes that’s so many hands have touched and paddled from centuries passed are really not
experiences that can be vocalized by me. Pierre Trudeau’s buckskin fringe jacket gave one cause to realize how so many enjoyed
canoeing. I spent much of the time in quiet reading and observation of the displays on my walkabout within the museum, just so
much to absorb.
For those like myself who have a deep and abiding love for the out-of-doors in all its seasons, the canoe is another way of
experiencing the out-of-doors. The canoe is no longer a vehicle of commerce and transit but remains’ one of recreation pursuit,
sport and endearment.
The museum continues to add to its inventory of canoe artifacts, campsite and lifestyle displays and memorabilia, it was one of the
highlights of my summer. I don’t suggest anyone visit the Canoe Museum, but I would suggest all those who appreciate canoeing
and who may find themselves in the Peterborough area, that they should go to experience the museum. It is not something you
will soon forget.

Photos Courtesy of: Tim Engram,
Narcissus Walsh, Dale Butler
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More Photos
Canoe Club Hike to the Spout led by Alan Goodridge, March 2011

Overnight Snowshoe Trip across the Avalon Wilderness - Canoe Club Members - February 2011
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